
     

 
 

SubGroup Name Strategic Planning 

SubGroup Lead Carolyn Levering / Ray Mollers 

Priority #  1 

Priority Name Implementation of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for emergency response 

FACC Alignment All IAB Members (Potentially) 

Supporting 
SubGroups 

S&T 

 

Priority Deliverables  

1.   White Paper (TBD) 
 
 

Priority Timeline 

Deliverable/Outcome Description Date 

1.  A White Paper is envisioned that would provide an understanding of the factors 

involved with implementing UAVs and allow departments to properly utilize this 
capability. 

FY15 

Please specify when each work plan priority deliverable or outcome should be accomplished by. If long-term or ongoing, 
please indicate this in the “date” column. 

 

 

Priority Rank 
     

 

 Critical  Desired 
     

 

X Important  Ongoing 

     

 

Resources Needed  

Coordination with appropriate Sub-Groups, agencies, and identified SMEs. 

Please explain what resources are needed from the Program Office or outside organizations to assist you with 
accomplishing this work plan item. 

IAB SubGroup Work Plan  
Priority Form 

 



     

 

Additional Comments 

     The advent and proliferation of unmanned aerial vehicles presents new challenges for 
emergency responders working in prevention and response modes. There are no "best practices" 
for acquiring, training or deploying such tools and there are numerous disparate laws from state to 
state governing their use. There is no compendium of existing policies and procedures for 
referential use. Research into what the best uses are for such vehicles in the realm of emergency 
response, as well as details on the challenges of creating such a resource at the state and local 
level is needed. 
     Much is undetermined, to include permits, licenses, maintenance, etc. compilation of FAA and 
FCC requirements, associated costs and limitations to be determined. Lack of guidance, policies 
and best practices leaves many local and state response agencies struggling to determine whether 
or not they should implement such a program, expending resources researching on their own the 
costs to complement, train and maintain such a program.  There is also little empirical evidence to 
support whether such a program demonstrates a return on investment in increased operational 
support or responder safety.  
     First Responders struggle to incorporate and implement UAVs into use. Many departments have 
purchased these assets and they are unable to utilize them. 

 


